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Abstract
Fusion reactors create extreme conditions for structures close to the plasma.
It seems unlikely that materials currently being considered can meet all
performancerequirementsundersuchconditions. Weexplorethepossibilityof
separatingfunctionalityincompositestructurestoovercomethisbarrier. Tothis
end,severalsuggestionsofdirectionsaremadeforthesearchforsuchmaterials.
In particular, we note some of the new materials that have become available
only in the last two decades. Those discussed include the use of diamond-
like carbon coatings, nano-structured materials, layered structures, stacked
structures, and viscous coatings, including more complex carbon composite
materials. Materials modelling will be an important component in the search
for viable materials. However, the extreme conditions and the nature of the
radiation damage demand extensions both to molecular dynamics and to the
much-usedNorgett–Robinson–Torrensmodel. Weidentifysomeoftherelevant
condensed matter challenges for modellinga nd materials testing in the fusion
context, including the relevance of spallation source neutron testing to fusion
materials evaluation.
1. Introduction
Planned fusion reactors make several novel demands on materials and on basic condensed
matter physics. One class of demands results from the nature of radiation damage associated
with the 14.06 MeV fusion neutrons (we will use 14 MeV from now on in the paper for
simplicity), and the highly non-equilibriuminitial processes. These we outlinelater at the end
of this paper. Another class of demands concerns the extreme conditions for plasma-facing
materials, with high thermal and particle ﬂuxes, and large, possibly transient, mechanical and
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thermal stresses. Sincet h edesign of the Joint European Tokamak (JET) many new materials
opportunities have opened up, and our paper addresses some of the possible ways forward.
The operating conditions inside a magnetic conﬁnement fusion power plant will be
extremely hostile to materials. Plasma facing components will encounter at their surfaces
very high ﬂuxes of fast ions, neutral particlesa nd radiative heating. Below the surface,
materials will experience a variety of transmutations and radiation damage processes induced
by interaction with neutrons. The 14 MeV neutrons carry the bulk of the fusion energy and
this energy is dissipated in the structures surrounding the plasma. Fusion research is now
standing at a crossroads, where breakeven has been approached and the physics requirements
forachievingignition,andbeyondtohigh-energygain,areclearforbothmagneticandinertial
conﬁnement [1]. The exploitation of this strong position is now being prejudiced by the lack
of a clear set of materials solutions for the realization of power plant designs. This is partly
becauseoftheabsenceoftestingofmaterialsin conditionsrelevantto apowerplantandpartly
because the limited experience gained so far has been on materials that are not suitable for
viable powerplantdesigns. Currentproposalswere bothwellinformedand carefulatthe time
the original decisions were made, but have not always kept up with the major developments
in materials taking place in other ﬁelds. Robinson [2], the late director of the UK Fusion
Programme, identiﬁed the development of the longer-term technologies, especially materials
required for a power plant, as one of the three interlinked components of the international
strategyforachievingelectricitygenerationusingmagneticfusion. Theothertwocomponents
are more concerned with the control and behaviour of the plasma: pressing ahead with the
tokamakconcept;andinvestigationofalternativeapproacheswithattractivefeaturesforpower
generators.
The number of possible avenuesof innovativematerials is large. To make the paper more
manageable,wewillconcentrateonthreemainexamples—carbon-basedmaterials,micro-and
nano-structuredmetalalloys, andinnovativecompositestructures. Indesigningnewmaterials
the most importantconsiderationis separation of functionality.‘ F unction’here mightrefer to
mechanical durability, tritium recycling, ablation protection, thermal conduction, cooling and
structuralbarriers,asexamplesfromanumberofcompetingphysicalrequirements. Moreover,
demandsvary from the plasma side to the outer structures. Some materialimmediately facing
the plasma may be ablated or fragmented to spall and create dust. The next zone will also
experience very high thermal loads, 14 MeV neutron hits, and probably large stresses. Both
these regions could becomeloaded with tritium, so affecting tritium inventories. Further from
thep lasma, there are structural components, coolant and breeding materials.
Some performance criteria are only related to the surface of the material and some others
relate to the bulk; some of the bulk criteria coverthe whole of the structure, whereassome can
be divided between components. Not all components are subject to signiﬁcant shear stresses
or tension, nor are all componentslikely to show fatigue. We will investigate this approach in
more detail in the paper.
The 14 MeV fusion neutrons introduce new features in radiation damage. They cause
primary knock-ons (PKAs) with energies up to 1 MeV. This 1 MeV ﬁgure is signiﬁcant, as
roughly half the energy losses are from electronic scatter and half from nuclear scattering.
There are signiﬁcant differences in timescale for electronic and nuclear energy loss. Higher
energy knock-ons will lose most of their energy by electronic scattering; a regime for which
the Norgett–Robinson–Torrens [3] method of calculating displacements is no longer valid.
Further,electronicprocessesmaycontributeto radiationdamageinnewways. Suchelectronic
effects, ignored in most damage studies, must be considered in the context of fusion and
fusion materials test facilities. The materials response to different neutron energy ranges is
summarized in table 1.Innovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2599
Table 1. Defect production processes at different neutron energies in crystalline solids.
Neutron energy Maximum PKA energy (Fe) Material response
<400 eV No elastic Radiation damage from recoils from exothermic neutron
recoils reactions in some isotopes.
400 eV–1 keV <70 eV Individually resolved Frenkel pairs.
1–5 keV <350 eV Small well resolved cascade reactions, i.e. separated defects.
5–150 keV <10 keV Less well resolved globular cascades with interactions
between collisions and defects. Short-range recombination
and cluster formation in the cascade become important.
No signiﬁcant electronic energy loss.
150 keV–1.5 MeV <100 keV Larger lobed cascades consisting of overlapping globular
cascades, increasing size of clusters and rate of short-range
recombination. Small electronic energy loss.
1.5–15 MeV <1M e V S o m es e p a r a t ecascades of varying size from main lobed
cascade. Electronic losses comparable to losses by atomic
collisions. Thermal and other effects from electronic
interactions in this energy range not well understood and new
defect production mechanisms may operate.
>15 MeV >1M e V S e p a r a t ethermal spike from electronic losses when the PKA
has energies above around 1 MeV. Nature of and lifetime of
thermal spike dependent on mean free path of electrons, i.e. if
the material is a conductor or insulator. Possibility of defect
formation from electronic losses is not fully understood and
will be different for materials with different types of bonding
—i.e. metallic, ionic and covalent. Initially the high-energy
PKAi sl ess able to transfer its energy by collisions and the
energy transfers to secondary knock-ons are small. Hence
only small displacement cascades develop along the thermal
spike from secondary collisions and the thermal spike will
end in a large lobed displacement cascade.
Theenergydensityfollowinga fusionneutronimpactis veryhigh,andformoreenergetic
spallation neutrons most of the energy loss would be to electron excitation. We can therefore
distinguish between ﬁssion neutron damage where a high proportion of the energy deposition
is directly to displacements, spallation neutrons where electrone nergy losses dominate, and
fusion neutrons where both processes are signiﬁcant. For PKAs in the MeV range, electronic
energy losses are of the order of a few tens of MeV µm−1 (a few keV per interatomic
spacing) [4]. Thus a high-energyPKA of 30 MeV will travel a few µmb e f o r ei ts t a rts to lose
as igniﬁcant part of its energy to displacements.O verall, one expects a long rod-like damage
zonewitha few isolatedcascades, endingina displacementspike; thedisplacementdamageis
conﬁned to a region of order 100 nm across. Recent molecular dynamic simulations indicate
that local heating can generate defect clusters by a process of punching along close packed
directions [5]. Despite the high overall rate of loss of PKA energy to electrons the process of
energy transfer to individual electrons is inefﬁcient. Typical energies of excited electrons are
around100eV[4]; suchelectronsareunlikelytohavemucheffectonthemetallattice. Recent
resultssuggestingthatelectronexcitationcoulddirectlycreatedefectsinmetalsandparticularly
bccandhcpmetals,asopposedtofcc[6,7],maybedemonstratinglocalheatingasthesourceof
damage.C alculatingenergydepositionandsubsequentthermalconductionisnotsimple. Even
in ah i gh-conductivitymetallike copper,the energywill be depositedwithina few nanometresS2600 AMS t oneham et al
Table 2. Materials selected in ITER and various DEMO design concepts.
DEMO
Water cooled Liquid lithium Helium cooled High temp.
Concept ITER Li/Pb blanket blanket pebble bed blanket helium cooled
Armours Carbon ﬁbre W and Be
composites, W
Heat sinks Dispersion Dispersion hardened Cu, CuBeNi
hardened Cu,
CuCrZr
Plasma facing Be Carbon ﬁbre–carbon composites
material
Firstw all 316 stainless Ferritic–martensitic steel
structures t eel
Blanket 316 stainless Ferritic–martensitic Vanadium Ferritic–martensitic SiC–SiC ﬁbre
structure steel steel alloys steel composite
Breeder Pb–Li or Li Pb–Li Li Li ceramics Li ceramics
ceramic
Coolant Water Water Liquid Li He He
Neutron multiplier Be Pb–Li Li Be Be
of the thermal rod. For an energy density of 20 MeV µm−1 it is possible to heat all materials
abovetheirmeltingpointoveratimescaleoftheorderof100ps. Inthecaseofinsulatorsthisis
av e r yi n t ense pulse, but even for metals we would expecta substantial shock to arise from the
expansion. There are several clear concerns: direct interactions between energetic electrons
and the ionsin the structure;and the thermaleffectsdue to the dissipation of electronicenergy
to the material. Their importance depends on the material, and especially on whether the
material is a metal or non-metal. We will return to this topic in more detail in section 6.
2. Deﬁning the problem: current ideas and their challenges
Ar a nge of materials has been considered in design studies for the ITER [8] and DEMO
concepts[9]. These are summarizedin table 2. The choice of material is affected by chemical
compatibility in options for cooling and tritium breeding. Experience in fusion experimental
devices has included stainless steels, coppera lloys, beryllium, tungsten, molybdenum and
graphite,andanumberofceramicinsulators. However,therangesofconditionsforfastneutron
ﬂuxandplasmainteractionsthatwillbeencounteredinapowerplanthavenotbeenexperienced
in practice. Austenitic stainless steels are not suitable for fusion power plant structures
because of their unsatisfactory neutron activation and lack of stability under fast neutron
irradiation. They are likely to be replaced by ferritic/martensitic steels, which exhibit lower
neutron activation and greater swelling resistance, but at a price in terms of a slightly reduced
operating temperature. Newer materials are being considered. These include, for example,
carbon ﬁbre/carbon composites [10], SiC/SiC composites [11], vanadium alloys (because of
compatibilitywithliquidlithium),dispersion-hardenedcopper,andgraphitedopedwithboron.
Ehrlich [12] has recently reviewed the current status of fusion materials development.
Preparationsarenowbeingmadetoacceleratethedevelopmentoffusionpower—the‘fast
track’ option [13, 14]. This would see the building of a simpler ITER experimental reactor
with as tronger associated programme of technology development, including materials. TheInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2601
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Figure 1. Interacting processes in the structural integrity of fusion reactor components.
Table 3. Estimates of environmental parameters for various fusion reactor design studies.
(a) Thermal, damage and neutron values
H from (n, p) He from (n, α)D isplacement
Surface energy Surface energy Power density reactions reactions damage Total
ﬂux MW m−2 ﬂux MW m−2 MW m−3 appm/full appm/full dpa/full neutron ﬂux
divertor etc ﬁrst wall ﬁrst wall power year power year power year n (m2 s−1)
ITER 10.0 1.0 15 300 100 10 3 × 1010
DEMO 25 3.5 35 1400 300 30 12 × 1010
Power 50 10 55 2300 500 50 20 × 1010
plant
(b) Temperatures and coolant pressures
Coolant Concept Temperature range (◦C) Load range (MPa)
Water ITER 140–190 2–4
DEMO (water cooled Li/Pb blanket) 250–500 12–15
Helium DEMO (helium cooled pebbled bed) 250–550 5–20
DEMO high-temperature concept 450–950 5–20
Lithium DEMO liquid Li blanket 350–750 1
programme would allow a power reactor to be built with less risk within 30 years. A key
part of this strategy is a programme of materials testing with neutrons at close to the 14 MeV
fusion neutron energy and at dose rates near those in power plant structures. Until this can
be done we have very limited information on materials behaviour, but what we do know is
not encouraging. There is insufﬁcient space here to describe the problem in detail, so we just
highlight the main elements of issues for structural integrity.
The materials problems cannot be underestimated, and the options indicated above are
not necessarily going to prove to be adequate. Table 3 gives estimates of some of the main
environmental parameters for experimental, demonstration and commercial fusion plants as
fara scan be judged from current design exercises. The range of behaviour related to
structural integrity is summarized in ﬁgure 1. Structural materials will suffer fast neutronS2602 AMS t oneham et al
damage and as a consequence will undergo dimensional changes from swelling and growth
process, the latter in metal with anisotropic crystal structures. In the design of fast breeder
reactors dimensionalstability fromf ast neutroninducedswelling was a major issue. In fusion
reactors the displacement damage level will be higher than in the fast reactor case, but also
theg eneration of hydrogen and helium from transmutations will be around 50 times greater.
Further, new effects on microstructure from the higher energy neutrons may be encountered.
It is not known if alloys selected on the basis of fast reactor irradiations will be low swelling
under fusion conditions. Even if swelling can be prevented, a loss of fracture toughness
and sensitization to stress corrosion cracking must be expected in nearly all materials. In
ﬁssion, it is very clear that structural materials should be tough, and ductile at operating
temperatures. For fusion systems, it is far less clear that toughness and ductility are crucial.
The stresses are substantially less, not least because the core of a fusion reactor is not massive
(unlike that of a ﬁssion reactor, in which there are heavy fuel rods and very tight tolerances);
indeed, the largest stresses can be those for circulating the coolant. There is the possibility
of novel designs to engineer reduced dependence on tough materials. This is a key issue as
reduced ductility is more difﬁcult to prevent than other macroscopic effects of fast neutron
irradiation.
Consideration of the additional effects of plasma facing materials is important but
limitations on space prevents us from giving justice to this topic and we will just high light
some of the most important issues.
The plasma and the plasma-facing materials form a coupled system. The plasma itself
will be inﬂuenced by the ions, electrons, and perhaps hydrogen atoms or molecules coming
from the wall, by losses from the plasma species to the wall, and by any changes in the
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the wall as it evolves with time. The material of the
wall will experience in addition tor adiation damage: sputtering both chemical and physical;
collision-inducedmixing;andthermalgradientsandshocksthatmayresultinsurfacecracking
and fragmentation. It is usual for models to emphasize either the plasma or the wall. A recent
European review [15] looks at these issues in some detail, but modelling of the wall side in
the presence of a plasma is still a subject that has to develop. We must stress the difference
between modelling the plasma in the presence of a wall and vice versa. In practical terms,
refractory metals (Mo, W), diamond and graphite have clearly superior properties because
of their low thermal expansion coefﬁcients, high strength and high thermal conductivity,
making them suitable for armours. Use of dispersion hardening can also allow copper to
approachthe requiredperformancefor limiters and divertors. Choice of materials will always
beproblematicasalow Z isrequiredinordertoreduceeffectsonthethermal–nuclearreaction
oncontaminationoftheplasma,buthighissynonymouswithresistancetosputtering. Ablated
material and dust formation are also an issue that requires resistance to surface microcracking
and spalling from blistering as well as condensation of sputtered material.
Tritium retention could prove a problem. There are various strategies to minimize T
retention or its consequences. One might hope to minimize retention by turning to a material
with low H solubility, or perhaps one already saturated with H. This may not prove helpful,
since T could be retained at vacancies created by radiation damage in an operating reactor.
Another way might be to create some connected porosity, so as to enable T to ﬁnd more rapid
routes for transport out of the solid. A third option might be to use a wall material that is
continuallyreplaced, the ‘waterfall’principlethat was suggestedin the 1970s. There hasbeen
ar ecent successful demonstration on a small scale using liquid Li [16].
We will now go on to examine three approaches to providing a new generation of fusion
materials that might overcome certain of the problems of engineering a fusion power plant.
Some of the suggestions are new and some are developments of previous proposals.Innovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2603
3. Carbon-based materials
Graphite is already a material widely used in fusion reactor plasma-facing surfaces. So far,
the conditionshavenotbeendemanding,andnewissues oftritium retention,chemicalerosion
and neutron damage will have to be resolved. A promising class of materials is carbon matrix
carbon-ﬁbre composites. These materials have the strength and ﬂexibility for use not only
as ﬁrst wall armour but also in more demanding locations, like divertors [10]. In fact, such
composites may be the only serious option from the point of view of erosion lifetime together
with the requirement for low Z.T r itium retention is a major concern, particularly during the
depositionofcarbonduringsputteringaftercontactwiththeplasma. Dustproductionhasbeen
ap r oblem with existing graphite facing materials and this is in turn can lead to an increase in
the tritium inventory[17]. Some of the larger dust particles come from cracking of thermally-
fatigued armour and can be reduced in more sophisticated materials. Smaller particles come
fromﬂakingofre-depositedmaterial,andthesmallestsizesfromcondensationofcarboninthe
plasma. Volume changesdo notseem to be a problemwith carbon-ﬁbrecomposites, provided
theﬁ nal graphitization temperature is high enough during fabrication. A decrease in thermal
conductivity is expected from displacement damage, but this saturates quickly and is most
severe at lower temperatures than are to be expected for an operating fusion reactor. There
is a possibility of doping the carbon with B, Si or Ti to reduce erosion and reduce tritium
retention [18].
Graphite is not the only carbon option. Diamond-like carbons (DLCs) are possibilities;
particularly DLC ﬁlms that are simple to manufacture and are relatively inexpensive.
Controlled deposition of carbon materials fromo il vapour or ﬁlms with ion beams or thermal
methodsallowsfortheproductionofcarbonﬁlmswithawiderangeofproperties,e.g.diamond-
like carbon (DLC) or CVD diamond ﬁlms, and materials that can ﬂow with predetermined
viscosity [19]. Residual hydrogen content and the proportion of diamond type sp3 bonds and
graphiticsp2 bondscontrolthematerialproperties. Bycontrollingthecontentofhydrogenand
the ratio of sp2 to sp3 bonding,the ﬂexibility of the coating can be varied from rigid diamond-
like properties to viscous tar-like material to friable material. Thus DLC coatings might be
created with chosen visco-elastic properties, able to respond to stresses by compliance rather
than fragmentation. We might expect that such ﬁlms produce less dust than graphite.
Pure diamond ﬁlms are another possibility. Diamond ﬁlms are neither outrageously
expensive (ﬁgures quoted are around $30000 kg−1) nor especially hard to create, and they
have superb thermal properties. Diamond has even been suggested for an adventurous direct
conversion system based on wide band-gap diamond photovoltaic cells [20]. Diamond ﬁlms
can be deposited fairly readily, and have severalm a j o radvantages. Sputtering energies
correlate well with atomization energies, and so diamond should have greatly reduced
sputtering than other materials. The thermal conductivity of diamond ﬁlms is very high,
perhaps a third of that of single-crystal diamond (and single-crystal diamond has a thermal
conductivity equal to or better than that ofc opper). Radiation damage does reduce the
conductivity, but even damaged material has strikingly good performance at likely operating
temperatures. The high thermal conductivity will minimize the effects of thermal shock,
although there is the possibility of spalling of crystallites from the polycrystalline ﬁlms.
Less is known about fullerenes and graphite nano-tubes, but they have interesting
properties and exhibit resistance to radiation damage that has not yet been properly
investigated [21]. There is a possibility that they could be included as a stiff porous layer in
laminar composites, but it is also possible to make interlinked fullerites that have exceptional
hardness and elastic modulus and could be used as hard coatings (e.g. [22, 23]). Application
of these more exotic materials rests on the ability to manufacture them efﬁciently and toS2604 AMS t oneham et al
incorporate them into structures. At the present time DLC and diamond ﬁlms seem to hold
the best promise for immediate consideration. Carbon nano-structures such as fullerenes and
graphite nano-tubes [24] can be made in relatively economical forms, the so-called ‘bucky
grass’. Whilst the tubes alone are probably too fragile to be plasma-facing as created, one
could envisage them incorporated in a DLC matrix, for which they would provide routes to
aid release of implanted tritium.
Letus try to assess the possible advantagesof diamondor diamond-likecarbonsto fusion
reactors before exploring radiation effects. There are certainly some potential advantages of
this class of material, such as:
(a) Diamond has one of the highest thermalc onductivities known; even diamond ﬁlms
have higher thermal conductivity than many metals (and certainly better than stainless
steels).
(b) The diamond-like carbons (DLC, a-C:H) include composition ranges for which the
viscoelastic properties can be controlled, and hence there is the opportunity to have a
materialthatisself-healinginresponsetoinducedstresses,andtosomeaspectsofradiation
damage.
(c) The elements involved are only C and H (ofc ourse, traces of other species like O and N
are hard to avoid), which are relatively benign as regards the plasma itself (see (f), (iii)
below).
(d) Diamond ﬁlms and DLC can be deposited over large areas by a variety of methods. In
particular, one successful method of coating complex structures with DLC has proved
to be the dipping of the component into a hydrocarbon (or a vacuum oil) followed by
bombardment with low-energy N ions, which knock out hydrogens, leading to cross-
linking to form DLC strongly bonded to the surface. We emphasize that all DLCs are
not the same, and depend to some degree on the initial hydrocarbon [25], which has
implications for radiation response. Convertino et al [26] quote tuning of the electronic
properties of DLC using plasma-enhanced CVD, and were able to produce DLC with an
optical band gap close to that of diamond.
(e) Diamond has a high displacement energy (probably about 80 eV) and is therefore rather
robust against irradiation. The high atomic binding energy will also imply good sputter
resistance. The radiation response of DLC has not been investigated in detail to our
knowledge, but will have certain trends (see, for example, section 4.3 of [27]). Some of
these are knownfrom lithography,in which radiation (UV or electrons) is used to modify
polymer structures.
(f) The presence of hydrogen in carbon coatings has been shown to suppress carbon erosion
at high ﬂux bombardment[28].
(g) Diamond bonding is stable to temperatures at least as high as 1000 K, and in pure single
crystals graphitization is not seen until around 1700 K [29], although in less pure ﬁlms
the transition is likely to be at a lower temperature. Stability under irradiation is not yet
fully understood (see below).
(h) The strength of diamond is comparable with engineering materials, although it is
intrinsically brittle. The tensile strength increases with decreasing grain size, and DLC
and CVD ﬁlms have good hardness and tribological properties [30, 31].
The radiation performanceof carbonsis closely related to the behaviour of hydrocarbons
and polymers. The deliberate use of hydrogen to modify carbon properties and the presence
of hydrogen isotopes from the plasma and other contaminants makes it useful to look at the
effectsofradiation(bothionizingradiationanddisplacementdamage)onpolymers. Themain
processes are scission (in which random breaks in the chain occur, rapidly reducing chainInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2605
length) and depropagation (which generates the monomer, as in polymethylmethacrylate).
The effects of increasing dose show a range of phenomena [32, 33]. For 2 MeV Ar2+
ions, for example, doses of 1014 m−2 and above show basic beam-induced structural effects:
polymerizationof monomersor dissociation of polymers. Doses above about 1015 m−2 begin
to indicate scission or cross-linking, and basic lithographic processes (in lithography, it is
the smaller units which are dissolved away, so cross-linking gives negative resists, where the
irradiated region is less soluble; scission gives a positive resist since the irradiated regions are
moreeasilyremoved). Thepresenceofspecieslikeoxygen,whichcanreactwithfreeradicals,
becomesespeciallyimportantwhendosesexceed1016 m−2 (afreeradicalR–becomesROO–;
this reacts with R Ht og i v eR OOH and R –a nd degradation can continue). For still higher
doses, above 1017 m−2, carbonization occurs, with associated effects on electronic transport.
It is the carburization that appears to be associated with the insulator–metal transition in both
polymers and diamond-like carbon. In essence, the radiation leads to regions of carbon from
which hydrogen has been released (whatever its fate); the carbonaceousregions are relatively
conducting, like graphite. As the dose rises, the conducting regions overlap until there are
percolation paths through the polymer, so it is macroscopically conducting. There is here
scope for descriptions in terms of Poisson distributions of local damage, normally expressed
in terms of tracks with a deﬁned radius [34].
There can be cross-linking of chains as well as breakup. This yields a more rigid and
more brittle structure. Roughly speaking, cross-linking is favoured when the chain carbons
are linked to H, whereas degradation occurs when they are linked to other C atoms. Thus
irradiation removes hydrogen, but hydrogen itself promotes the production of the rebonding
and cross-linking in the ﬁlm. In simple terms the matrix becomes stiffer and more carbon-
like, while at the same time hydrogen and volatile hydrocarbons are generated. In tars and
bitumens this produces the macroscopic effects of swelling and cracking [35]. The solubility
of hydrogen and other gases is signiﬁcant, so release to the surface will be important for thin
layers so swelling is not likely to be to important. Cross-linking dominates in polyethylene,
polystyreneandpolymethylacrylate;itincreasesthecohesionandresistancetochemicalattack
of the polymer, and may also lead to shrinkage. Degradation dominates in polyisobutylene,
polyalpha-methylstyrene,and polymethylmethacrylate. Gas (e.g. hydrogen)may be evolved.
These results, mainly from polymer radiation damage, are also consistent with rules used in
lithography, where the Ohnishi parameter [36] indicates that dry etch resistance is improved
by increasing the relative amount of carbon in the polymer architecture.
High-carbon materials are sensitive to both temperature and pressure in their irradiation
behaviour. Diamond bonding is favoured at high pressures and moderate temperatures, while
graphiteis favouredat highertemperatures. At low temperaturesthe materials will amorphize
underdisplacementdamage. Theprocessstartsatabout0.1dpaandiscompleteat0.5dpa[37].
For temperatures between 600 and 750 K at 10−6 dpa s−1 the diamond structure has been
observedto be stabilized, with the temperaturerange for which diamond is favouredextended
upwardsasthedamagerateisincreased[38]. Studiesoffastneutrondamageofdiamond,with
dosesin therange1.3–2.5×1025 m−2 (∼1dpa)attemperaturesbetween723and803K,show
the formation of an intermediate triclinic structure of distorted graphite layers cross-linked
withdiamondtypesp3 bonds[39]. Thisstudyalsoindicatestheconversionofgraphiteformed
by irradiation back into diamond after annealing at 1423 K. Other studies have shown that
the level of sp3 bonding increases when graphite is irradiated at temperatures greater than
700 K [39]. This is clearly an area that will need further study if diamond and DLC are to be
candidates for fusion application.
Microwave water plasmas (as proposed for various medical and microelectronic
applications) also modify polymer surfaces, sow es hould be prepared for similar effectsS2606 AMS t oneham et al
when plasma contacts walls in the fusion reactor situation. Thus in a combination of
processes(adsorption,desorption,randombondbreakageperhapsbyO(3P), surfacediffusion,
hydroxylation, removal of volatiles, etc) the polyamide forms hydroxyl species, and the
surface morphologychanges. Both changescontributeto changesin adhesionbehaviour[40].
Photoablationby excimer laser irradiation(248nm) appearsto lead to anothertype of change.
Conical defects appear (rather than the pits from etching) and the ablation rate diminishes
with time. What seems to be happening is that the polymer ‘radiation hardens’: regions that
are more carbonaceous are less easily ablated, and initiate cone formation [41], as one would
expect from analogies with [34, 42]. The speciﬁc problem of contact with various hydrogen
species speciﬁc to the fusion environment is reviewed in [43].
The composition of the surface region exposed to the plasma will change with time. This
is perhaps the most critical set of issues that will determine the acceptability of innovative
carbon coatings for fusion applications. The major effects include:
(i) Removal of material: see (e) above; note also that excited hydrogenspecies may be more
effective at removing C (the effect of excited H species on BN is discussed by [44]).
(ii) Mixing will alter the depth distribution of C and H; for example, see [45].
(iii) Implantation of H(D, T) is perhaps the most interesting, since one does not wish there to
beahydrogenicreservoiralteringtheplasmacompositionoraccumulatingT.Presumably
theD LC could be made as a-C:D, rather than a-C:H. Possibly, it could be doped with Li
andbreedenoughT to maintaina steadystate composition. ‘Subplantation’ofCis oneof
thew ays togetta-C(an amorphouscarbonwithoutmuchH). Thereis also a discussion of
molecular dynamics modelling by [46], which looks at C atoms with energies in the 10–
150 eV range incident on an a-C surface. The molecular dynamics suggests that growth
is most effectivebetween 40 and 75 eV. Growth involvesimplantationaboveabout 10 eV.
Robertson [47] makes the points that if one deposits on a substrate much above 250 ◦C,
the fractionof sp3 starts to fall; however,if one deposits at roomtemperature,thenthe sp3
remains stable up to 1100 ◦C, although the optical gap (more associated with sp2)s t a r t s
to fall at 700 ◦C[ 48].
In summary, there is very considerable scope for designing a carbon-based material for those
regions closest to the plasma. Carbon, as some form of graphite, has been a respectable ﬁrst
wall material in many fusion experiments. There is a signiﬁcant variation from one carbon
source to another. The important opportunities stem from the fact that some forms of carbon
have outstanding properties. New carbon materials, especially those based on diamond ﬁlms
(new in the 1980s), diamond-like carbons (effectively new in the 1970s), and bucky carbons
(ﬂourishing from the 1980s) have evolved greatly in the last decade, and offer signiﬁcant new
opportunities. Eventheamorphousdiamond-likecarbonscanhavehighthermalconductivities
and,sincetheirviscoelasticandothermechanicalpropertiescanbeadjustedbycontroloftheir
hydrogen content, they could prove valuable components of a wall material. Diamond itself
(as CVD diamond ﬁlm) has outstanding properties, and is said to have much lower sputtering
ratesthangraphite. Clearly,itsustainsdamage,butthethermalconductivityatlikelyoperating
temperatures is expected to be very good.
4. Nano-structured alloys: can swelling be suppressed?
Is it possible to design alloys that have negligible swelling? Real engineering materials vary
greatly in their swelling behaviour. It has been suggested that all metals have the potential to
swell at high rates, and the only differenceis the incubationperiod beforeswelling starts [49].
It is conceded that maximum swelling rates in ferritic steels are about 20–30% of those inInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2607
austenitic steels, but this will still limit the life of components to just a few dpa from the time
that swelling starts.
The clues to alloy design come from the underlying processes of radiation damage and
the causes of the incubation behaviour. We suggest that it is indeed possible to design low
swellingalloys. Indeed,thesameprinciplescanbeusedtominimizegrowthandradiationcreep
and, to some extent, the microstructural changes that control hardening and embrittlement.
The interstitials and vacancies formed in the ﬁrst stages of radiation damage do not simply
recombine. There is a separation to different sinks of some of the interstitials and vacancies
formedduringdisplacementdamage. We get swellingbecauseinterstitials preferentiallygoto
interstitial loops and dislocations, leaving a supersaturation of vacancies that can precipitate
into voids. There is growth because interstitials and vacancies go to sinks with different
orientations in the material, and we get irradiation creep because interstitials and vacancies
interact in a complex way with dislocations and loops in the material. If vacancies and
interstitials recombine, then the effects of radiation damage are eliminated. If vacancies and
interstitials go to the same sinks, then the effect is the same as recombination.
Incubationofswellingoccursmainlybecauseofhighinitialsinkstrengthsinthematerial.
As noted above, pure metals and simple alloys have higher swelling rates. Garner et al [49]
quote observations of simple ternary alloys of Fe–Ni–Cr and binary alloys of Fe–Cr, as well
as pure Fe, that show very low incubation doses. Real stainless and ferritic steels show much
higher incubation doses. In stainless steels, three main processes are responsible: (i) trapping
of point defects on solute atoms slows diffusion and increases recombination; (ii) carbide
precipitates pin high dislocation densities; (iii) small precipitates have high sink strengths for
point defects, so reducing the overall defect concentrations. All these processes compete for
pointdefectsandpreventswelling. However,athighdoses,radiationcoarseningofprecipitates
andradiation-assistedsegregationofsolutesallows pointdefectconcentrationstorisetolevels
such that voids can nucleate. Additions of stabilizing elements to steels, e.g. Ti and Nb, slow
the process of carbide coarsening and delay the onset of swelling. When carbide precipitates
are ﬁne, they form neutral sinks that mop up both vacancies and interstitials, but when they
are coarser they can form nuclei for voids and can enhance swelling rates.
The secret for designing alloys is therefore to ﬁnd a way of introducing a dominant
concentration of sinks for point defects that iss table enough to survive the high displacement
dosesandgasproductioninafusionreactor. Thiscouldbeintheformofamultiphasematerial
with a ﬁnemicrostructure,amaterialcontaininga veryﬁnedispersionofan incoherentsecond
phase, or stable nano-sized grains or a nano-structured composite. Such structures may also
have advantages relating to the behaviour of helium. The two most effective ways of limiting
damagingeffectsofheliumare: (i) todiffuseit to a surfacewhereit canbereleased; and(ii)to
trap it on a ﬁne dispersion where swelling is limited by surface energy effects and voids are
not nucleated because the sink strength is too high and the vacancy supersaturations are not
high enough. Nano-structured materials can provide both these situations.
The use of very ﬁne microstructures can limit some macroscopic effects of radiation
damage,b ut some hardening and embrittlement will occur particularly at lower temperatures.
This is because cascade processes produce ﬁne dispersions of point defect loops, and even if
thesemigrate,disperseorareannihilatedtheyareconstantlybeingreplacedinnewcascades. At
highdisplacementdamageratestherewillalwaysbeﬁnedispersionsofhardeningobstaclesthat
will raise the yield strength and decrease the ductility. Nano-structured materials themselves
are intrinsically hard and have lower fracture toughness [50]. Fast neutron damage will make
this worse. However, this is not a critical issue for fusion components, and the elimination of
large dimension changes with radiation is more difﬁcult to design against than low fracture
toughness.S2608 AMS t oneham et al
One way of achieving a high sink strength nano-structureis with dispersion-strengthened
alloys. Indeed these are now receiving attention for use in fusion power systems. The main
reason has been the improvement of creep resistance, but beneﬁcial effects on irradiation
performance may be more important. The use of a coherent ﬁnely dispersed phase is one
of the reasons for low swelling in nickel-based superalloys with γ   and γ    precipitates.
Here the mismatch dislocations on the interface boundaries trap point defects and promote
recombination. Thedispersionshouldbe asﬁne as possibleand preferablywith a particle size
of around 10 nm or less and the spacing between 10 and 100 nm. Large surface area particles
will be more effective than spheroidal ones. As well as reducing damage through defect
recombinationtheinclusionslimitthepossiblefreepathofdislocations,makingembrittlement
from channel fracture less likely.
Ferritic steels have been high on the list of candidatestructural materials because they are
intrinsically low swelling and can be formulated to have low activation from transmutation,
but not least they are familiar engineering structural materials that are relatively cheap to
manufacture. The main problem is that they lack high temperature strength and corrosion
resistance compared to austenitic stainless steels. For this reason most of the steels currently
being considered have Cr contents in the range 9–12% for corrosion resistance, signiﬁcant
carbon levels to promote the formation of martensite for strength and swelling resistance,
and substantial levels of hardening elements W, Mn and V in order to have creep rupture
resistance [51, 52]. Ductile–brittle transition temperature (DBTT) shifts are at a minimum
for a Cr level of 9%. Most data on such steels from fast reactor studies have Mo and Nb
at signiﬁcant level and in optimized fusion alloys—these elements are replaced by W and
Ta. So far irradiation experience has been very small, but preliminary studies show that such
ferritic steels above the DBTT retain signiﬁcant ductility and do not swell [53]. The swelling
resistancecomesfromthehighlystrainedﬁnemartensiticmicrostructure,stabilizedbycarbide
precipitates. However,new data show swelling at a rate of around0.2%/dpafor displacement
doses above 150 dpa [40]. The use of oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) variants on these
steels may be the only option if fusion structures need to be used at very high doses.
Thepoorhigh-temperaturestrengthofferriticsteelswasseenasaproblemforfast reactor
fuelcladdingapplicationsso,inthe1980s,therewasalotofinterestinODSferriticsteels[54].
Powder metallurgical or mechanical alloying methods are used to create a ﬁne dispersion of
TiO2 or Y2O3.T h i sa pproach is now seen as real option for fusion applications [55, 56]. The
advantages are not just conﬁned to high creep-resistance, but also can lead to a reduction
in radiation damage effects. Some limited studies of ODS steels ion-irradiated with He
conﬁrm that such alloys have lower swelling than standardferritic steels even with high levels
of gas [57]. There is also a possibility that ODS vanadium alloys [58] and ODS copper
alloys [59, 60] may prove useful.
The main disadvantage of ODS alloys is the difﬁculty of fabrication, and particularly
welding. Heat working and heat treatmentst oi nduce recrystallization have been used
successfully to fabricatetubesforfast reactorfuel rods, but fabricationcosts will inevitablybe
highert hanw ith conventional ferritic/martensitic steels. In situ formation of oxides might be
possible, although the ﬁrst attempts at internal oxidation have not produced sufﬁciently high
volumeyieldsofthedispersant[61]. AnotherpossibilityistheprecipitationofTiNdispersions
insteels, wherethenitridecanbeprecipitatedafterfabrication[62]. TheTiNprecipitateshave
a good shape for blocking dislocation movement and a high surface area.
An alternative to ODS strengthening of copper alloys has been proposed very recently,
using technology originally developed for making superconducting cables. Such cables are
made by drawing a composite bundle of superconducting intermetallic wires embedded in a
copper matrix. When the superconducting material is replaced by pure Nb, an interestingInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2609
effect is observed as the bcc Nb is not able to deform so freely as the fcc Cu, since it has
fewer slip systems. As the structure is drawn down to the scale of a few tens of nanometres,
theN bf orms convoluted ribbons. For 18 wt% Nb, the ribbons can be as small as 6 nm thick
and spaced by around 60 nm, with a coherent interface with the Cu matrix. The resultant
material retains a high fraction of the Cu thermal and electrical conductivity, but exhibits an
extraordinarystrengthofupto1500MPa [63]. Suchmaterialsarenowbeingusedtoconstruct
pulsed magnets, which require these properties. Experiments are now being made to replace
then i obium with vanadiumto make a high strength, high thermal conductivityarmour, that is
also likely to have good radiation damage resistant properties [64].
In the 1980s there was much interest in developing austenitic steels with optimized
activation properties. These steels would havem a nganese to replace nickel to replicate
austenitic steel characteristics. About twice the atomic proportions of Mn are needed to give
as tructural effect to match that of Ni [65]. Fast reactor irradiation showed that such steels
were comparable to Ni-based steels in swellinga nd response of mechanical properties [66].
Interest in these steels seems to have waned and, as far we can tell, no work has been done to
optimize the behaviour of these steels in terms of carbon content, stabilization, etc. They do
have the advantage of not being ferromagnetic, and the possibility of reducing swelling and
helium effects by introductionof a ﬁne oxide or nitride dispersion could make these materials
attractive for fusion design studies again. The use of a TiN dispersion version of the tailored
alloy would be well worth investigation. We conclude that there is signiﬁcant scope for the
design of effective nano-structured alloys.
5. Composite structures: separating functions
There are possibilities of more exciting materials being designed speciﬁcally for the fusion
reactor environment. Kelly [67, 68] suggested the use of lasagne-structuredmaterials for ﬁrst
wall construction, to allow the release of hydrogen and helium formed by transmutation. As
noted above, the idea of a composite mesostructure is important. At this stage, we need to
keepopenmindsonwhatispossible. Compositestructuresmayincludeliquidas wellassolid
phases, and the scale of the structure is a key variable in controlling response. The thickness
of the layers could be a critical variable, and a combinationof a porous separating layer and a
strong structural layer would form the basic building blocks. Layered materials on the nano-
scale can exhibit unusual electromagnetic and mechanical properties that could also be used
to increase the effectiveness of components [69].
Kelly et al [68] have approached the problem and have proposed composites comprising
ﬁbresthatare themselvescomposedofnano-thicknessribbonsofceramicor carbonmaterials.
The ﬁbres would provide strength, while the interface with the matrix material would be
controlled to have a balance between transmitting load from the matrix to the ﬁbre and
providing an energy absorbing mechanism by nano-cracking of the material in the interface.
The small thickness of the ribbons making up the ﬁbres would allow point defects and
gas to escape. The matrix would perhaps be a metal alloy with controlled porosity to
accommodate swelling and interfacial mismatches. The resulting material would be the
fusion designers’ equivalent of wood—a material that is strong but gives warning of fracture
and fails with a high energy dissipation, and expires transmutation products and defects like
wood transpires water and gases. This is not fanciful—who would have predicted 50 years
ago that strong high-modulus ﬁbres could be pulled from toasted polymer ﬁlaments used in
the textile industry? To make Kelly’s ribbon ﬁbres we could look to the techniques of the
candy maker and superconductor manufacturer for building a composite bundle of initially
ductile polymers, metals, ﬁne grained ceramics or glasses that could be drawn to the requiredS2610 AMS t oneham et al
diameter and then transformed by heating in suitable environments to create the composite
ceramic ﬁbre.
Ouro wn view is that the aim should be to create a composite structure in which the main
functional features are separated and shared between the components. For armour plates or
structuralwalls, the structurewouldhaveelementsthat handledthe surface, bulkresponseand
structural issues that we have identiﬁed above. The concept of separation of functionalitycan
be applied at various levels in the structure.
The ﬁrst wall is there only to provide the primary layers of protection in front of the
tritium blanket. It hasto supportitself, andwithstandthe thermalloads, the occasionalplasma
contact and the various radiation ﬁelds. The energy deposited in the wall has to be removed
and in powerreactorstakento generatethe power.L imiters, divertorsandotherstructuresthat
get closer to the plasma have higher erosion rates, but they are similar int h e i rrequirements
to the wall.
The surface layer has to resist erosion, and its properties should be optimized for that
purpose. If it is thin enough, its strength is not an issue. In fact it could take the form of a
viscous liquid or a hairy pile of refractoryﬁbres. The load-bearingstructure need nothave the
full thermal resistance properties if the structure is designed well, but it has to have sufﬁcient
strength to support the rest of the structures and not undergo large dimensional changes from
radiation damage. The design could arrange for most of the loads to be compressive so that
low fracture toughness but strong ODS alloys could be used. One way of approaching this is
touseastablekinematicstructureanalogoustoastackofspheresofmaterial,likethestacksof
cannonballs still seen in military museums. The framework is stacked to provide the support
for the ﬁrst wall, breeder,coolantchannelsand some ofthe magnetcoils. It couldalso contain
tritium breedingmaterials, absorb most of the neutronenergy,and act as the biological shield.
Its modular stacked structure would also make eventual decommissioning easier.
Theload-bearingcontainmentofthecoolantchannelwillhavetosupporttensileloads,but
need notbe compatiblewith the coolantor leak-tight. Orientedﬁbre-strengthenedcomposites
would be suitable for this purpose. The innerlayer or layersnextto the coolantwould provide
chemical compatibility and seal the coolant channel; provided it can deform it need not be
very strong. The rest of the wall structure has to conduct heat well and not undergo large
dimensional changes, but need not have much strength or rigidity.
An obvious way of protecting a surface is to provide it with a coating of material with
thed esired surface properties but with less good bulk properties. We have already discussed
diamond and other carbon coatings. Other candidates are plasma spray coated ceramics such
as alumina, but B4Ci sas t r ong candidate combining low Z properties with high strength and
corrosion resistance [70]. A problem with such ceramic coatings on metals is delamination
and cracking because of large differences in thermal expansion, so practical coatings have to
have buffer layers or the structural material has to have its properties modiﬁed, for example
by incorporating ceramic ﬁbres to reduce the macroscopic expansion coefﬁcient. Adjacent to
coolants, a ﬁbre-reinforced channel could be lined with a ductile metal layer operated above
1
2Tm (to ensure plasticity and prevent radiation damage) where the chemistry is controlled to
produce a self-sealing oxide passive surface coating.
Laminarcompositesareattractiveforthemainwallmaterial. Theyaresimpletofabricate,
and control can be exercised over the thermal properties and radiation damage. To withstand
thermal loading, the layers have to be decoupled mechanically while retaining a high thermal
conductance. Combinationsofdifferentformsofcarbonoralternatingceramic–metalliclayers
could be considered. The use of layers of graphite nano-tubes or metallic aero-foam between
layers of other material would be one way of venting gases while retaining some strength and
rigidity. Another possibility is to use a porous matrix to hold a liquid phase or to use a felt orInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2611
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aw ovenm at of ﬁbres. The liquid could be liquid lithium [71], a molten lithium salt [72] or a
carbonaceous material, and the matrix could be carbon, tungsten or some other metal.
Fort hermal loading, the thickness of the layers needs to be around 1 mm or smaller,
provided they are sufﬁciently decoupled. But what about the thickness to limit the effect of
radiation damage? The surfaces or interfaces between the layers need to be stronger sinks for
point defects and gas atoms than the loops, dislocations and voids that produce the radiation
damage effects. Using rate theory it is easy to calculate the sink strength for inﬁnite plates.
For planarﬁ l m st h es u rface sink strength, k2
b,i saf unction of the thickness of the ﬁlm, h,a n d
the total strength of other sinks for the defects, k2
s:
k2
b = k2
s tanh(1
2ksh)/[1
2ksh − tanh(1
2ksh)].
When the surface dominates as a sink, the sink strength goes to k2
b = 12/h2.T h e r a nge of
behaviour for variations in h and k2
s is shown inﬁ g u r e2 . S i n ks trengths of 1016 m−2 are
exceptional and are only encountered at low temperatures at high displacement doses. In
the range of temperature where swelling can operate, typical background sink strengths are
around1014 m−2.T oi nhibits welling or to release He ﬁlms less than 100 nm thick will reduce
point defect levels, but thinner ﬁlms will be even more effective. It is feasible to produce
such ﬁlms using currentPVD and CVD technologyat rates sufﬁcientfor making engineering
structures.
6. Condensed matter challenges: defect production processes
Modelling of materials should provide a way of assessing materials for their performance
in fusion reactors. In addition, it can provide the link between experiments in test facilities
and behaviour in full-scale engineered structures. However, modelling presents challenges to
condensedmatterscientistsalmostasgreatastheexperimentalones. Ingeneral,themodelling
of radiation damage has been difﬁcult and often controversial. Fortunately, there has been a
loto fp rogress in direct simulation using molecular dynamics calculations. Here we will
concentrate only on the issue of defect production, which is central to all damage modelling.
Forf usion reactor structures, most of the energy in PKAs is going into cascades with over 10
times the energy of the cascades in fast reactor irradiations. Higher energy cascades are less
efﬁcientatproducingdisplacementsbyatomiccollisionprocesses,sointermsofdisplacement
damage the higher energy tail in the distribution will decrease rather more sharply.
Radiationdamageisconventionallymeasuredindisplacementsperatom. Thecalculation
of the displacement rate from the neutron spectrum involves a range of assumptions and aS2612 AMS t oneham et al
particular model of the damage process. The current convention for this calculation, the
Norgett–Robinson–Torrens(NRT) method [3], has recently come under scrutiny, particularly
after molecular dynamic simulations of the damage process for energetic PKAs up to 50 keV.
Fusion materials design will assess damage production partly from neutron sources with
properties different from those of likely fusionr eactors. The evaluation of neutron sources
needsanaccurateunderstandingofenergydissipationandatomicdisplacement,andthisraises
important issues.
It takes a few tens of electron-volts to knock an atom out of its lattice position, and
energy characterized by the so-called displacement energy. Displacement is anisotropic, so
arriving at the right average value is difﬁcult. In compounds, the displacement energy can be
differentfordifferentcomponentelements. Metalshavelowerdisplacementenergies,covalent
and ionic solids rather higher energies. A neutron scattering event can displace a host atom
nucleus from its lattice position if sufﬁcient kinetic energy is transferred, creating a vacancy
and an interstitial, the Frenkel reaction that is the basic process for displacement damage. The
ﬂow of the interstitials and vacancies to different sites drives the processes that lead to the
macroscopiceffects of radiation damage, such as embrittlement, swelling, irradiation induced
creep and growth, and decreases in thermal and electrical conductivity.
The PKA, if it has sufﬁcient energy, can produce secondary displacements, and for high
energies a cascade of displacements (see table 1). The NRT displacementd amage calculation
is a development of the simple earlier ideas of Kinchin and Pease [73], and has proved useful
as a fast method for estimating the number of displacements. However, the NRT model is
increasingly unreliable at the higher energiesthat become signiﬁcant for fusion systems. This
has partly been addressed by calculating displacement cross-sections with more complete
models for electron excitation and the atomic scattering process (e.g. Huang and Ghoniem for
SiC [74]). At low energies, the scattering is approximated well by a hard sphere model, and
all energiesup to a maximum are equally probable. For higher energies, screening from inner
electrons is less effective, and the scattering becomes less efﬁcient for high-energy transfers,
becominginverselyproportionaltothesquareoftheenergytransfer. Electronicenergytransfer
increases in proportion to the PKA velocity, although the interaction process changes at very
high energies, starting to resemble ﬁssion fragment damage. Hence the electronic energyloss
rate has a maximum for PKAs of the order of a few MeV, the position of the maximum
depending on the material. Thus, at low energies, most of the energy goes into atomic
collisions, creating displacements or exciting thermal vibrations. Electronic energy losses
start to become signiﬁcant for PKAs above about 10 keV, and dissipate most of the energy for
PKAs above about 100 keV. At very high energies, the PKA will start with a separate spike
or track, sometimes called a thermal spike, although the large electronic excitation makes the
descriptionof‘heating’simplistic(see chapter11in[75]). Thedimensionsofthespikeandits
durationwilldependonhowtheelectronscantransfertheirenergytothelatticeandsubsequent
ion behaviour. Metals and insulators will have large differences in behaviour and the range of
electronic excitation phenomena.
Along the spike, there will be occasional secondaryknock-ons,but the resulting cascades
will be small because of the high energy atomic scattering behaviour. As the PKA loses
energy the mean free path for atomic collision will decrease until the thermal spike ends in a
displacement cascade. The presence of the spike and high electron excitation will certainly
have implications on defect production and other microstructural process, such as resolution
and obliteration of existing structures. This is rarely discussed, but will be a major process in
material irradiated with fusion neutrons.
Molecular dynamics has proved an invaluable tool in understanding the processes in a
displacement cascade. Progress has been limited by computing capacity, by the availabilityInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2613
of good interatomic potentials for materials of interest, and by the belief that the only
role for electrons is as the source of interatomic potentials (a point to which we shall
return). Prior to large-scale simulations, various models were developed to try to explain the
macroscopic behaviour and observed microstructures in irradiated material. Key issues were
the possibility of immediate recombination of self-interstitials and vacancies (removing the
effects of irradiation) and the formation of defect clusters that could nucleate microstructural
featureslikevoidsandcavities. Thesemodelsbuiltontheideathataseriesofatomiccollisions
wouldp roject interstitials away from the path of the PKA. The separation of vacancies and
interstitials would occur through replacement sequences and the channelling of interstitials
along close packed directions [76]. Thus the cascade would consist of a core of vacancies
surroundedbyacloudofinterstitials.T hehighconcentrationofvacanciesatthecentreswould
promotec lustering of vacancies, as observed in some (but not all) metals. This qualitative
description has been veriﬁed in most essentials by molecular dynamic calculations. However,
for PKAs in the energyrange 0.1–40keV, the efﬁciencyof Frenkelpair productionis foundto
besigniﬁcantlylowerthanfromNRTcalculations,andtheefﬁciencydecreaseswithincreasing
PKA energy. This could be due either to less efﬁcient use of the collision energy or to short-
range recombination of interstitials and vacancies. The production efﬁciency is sensitive to
the both the crystal structure and the material. Cascades above 1 keV are not found to be
very coherentsets of atomic collisions. A more representativepicture is of an expandingzone
of disorder that collapses, leaving behind the defects. Above about 10 keV the cascades are
made up of several overlapping subcascades. The separation of vacancies and interstitials is
observed, as is the formation of vacancy clusters. The surprise is that interstitial clustering is
also common. Again it is sensitive to the material; clusters tend to be more commonat higher
PKA energies, and the number of interstitials in the clusters also increases. The fraction of
interstitials in clusters of at least two interstitials is between 50 and 80% for PKA energies
above 1 keV [77]. This observation is very important as it has large consequences on the
mechanisms for microstructural evolution and macroscopic effects.
Molecular dynamics simulations have been remarkably fruitful in understanding the
damage processes, and they have even had an impact on the development of mesoscale
models [78]. But they are certainly not a complete substitute for experiment, nor for
calculations of other types. Three immediate issues should be noted. First, computational
limitations restrict PKA energies to around 40 keV, signiﬁcantly less than needed for
representativemodellingoftheeffectsoffusionneutrons,evenafteradjustmentsforelectronic
lossesa re taken into account. Secondly, the potentials used (usually pair-potentials or
embeddedatompotentialsformetals)haveknownweaknessesevenforsimpledefectsandnear
equilibriumproperties. Moreover,mostcalculationsareforelements,orat mostbinaryalloys.
Other technical issues include questions of boundary conditions and thermal constraints.
Thirdly,theelectronshavenotbeenadequatelyaccountedforinthecalculations. Itisnecessary
to look more closely at the extent to which electronic excitation leads to modiﬁed interion
forces, to temporary energy storage, and to energy redistribution in space.
Ap a r ticularconcern relates to MD simulationsof bcc metals and particularly iron, where
the current pair or embedded atom potentials are not adequate. This is reﬂected by the failure
of current potentials to reproduce stacking fault energies or even to predict lowest energy
crystal structures despite ﬁtting elastic constants and other physical parameters well. Until
this is resolved the results of molecular dynamic simulation for defect behaviour (migration
and small cluster energies) and cascade development will have to be treated cautiously. The
problemisnotinsoluble,andprogresshasbeenmadewithpotentialslikebond-orderpotentials,
that use a tight-binding model to ﬁnd approximations for moments of the electron density, to
give a better representation for other bcc metals and alloys [79].S2614 AMS t oneham et al
Table 4. Fast processes under irradiation.T h e s er e sults are mainly for metals, since comparable
data arelacking forinsulators. Thecharacteristic times ofFinnisandofLandaurelate tothetransfer
of energy from nuclei to electrons. The characteristic time of Sigmund relates to energy transfer
at the end of a collision cascade; electrons are not explicit. There are further processes with longer
characteristic times, such as radiative processes (nanoseconds or slower) and non-radiative energy
transfer of electronic excitation energy to phonons, where the times will bevery system-dependent.
Faster than ps
0.2 fs Typical plasma oscillation period
0.6 fs (Ni) 1.5 fs (Cu) Electron collision time for liquid metal
70 fs (0.07 ps) Typical lattice vibration period
100 fs–10 ps Self-trapping (for zero barrier)
100 fs (Ni) Characteristic time [80]
100 fs–1 ps Loss of memory for excited electron momenta
Times of a few ps
1–10 ps Fast non-radiative processes
1–10 ps Fast photochemical processes
1.8 ps (Cu) Laser recovery data [84]
1–10 ps Characteristic time [85]
4.3  ps  (Cu)  Characteristic  time  [80]
10 ps Characteristic time [86]
Ones t udy has looked at the electron–ion interaction in the cooling phase of 500 eV
cascades in Cu and Ni, coupling heat-transfer equations to the simulation [80]. This did not
consider energy transfer to electrons from the PKA, but did allow the characteristics of the
transfer of energy from the ions to the electrons to be studied. The main effect observed
wasareduction in defect production through a damping of ionic motion, in line with earlier
studies [81].
There are implicit fast and slow timescales in these processes of materials modiﬁcation.
Once energy has been transferred to a target atom, bonds can be broken in times of the order
of femtoseconds. On this timescale, atoms are frozen in the positions to which thermal
vibration has carried them. In semiconductors, the timescale for changes due to electron–
phonon coupling is at least of the order of the vibrational period (typically 0.1–1 ps), and
cooling of carriers to the lattice temperature can take much longer in certain circumstances.
An electron temperature will be established after a time determined either by the plasmon
frequency or by the electron–electron collision time [82]. For quantum wells, thermalization
isseenin30–200fsdependingonthecarrierdensity[83]. Anothergroupoftimescharacterize
somewhat slower processes: allowed optical transitions (1–1000 ns, typically 10 ns), typical
spin-forbiddenoptical transitions (1 ms) and diffusion-controlledprocesses (1 s to geological
times). One shouldrecognizethat some processeson the femtosecond(10−15 s) timescale can
inﬂuence what happens on the engineering timescales (30 years, or 109 s) or even geological
timescales.
The fast timescales are important; see table 4. Radiation damage leads to highly non-
equilibrium situations, often with large amountso fe nergy associated with small regions of a
solid. Kinetic energies of atoms and of electrons in such regions can be large, with individual
particleshavingenergiesofseveralelectron-voltsbeingcommon. Theseregionscanhaveanet
charge,since electronswill bescatteredoutofthe centralzone, andwill returnonlyaftersome
delay. Standard statistical equilibrium expressions will not apply; in particular, there need not
be a usefully deﬁned Fermi level in the non-equilibrium condition. It is to be expected that
the condition will depend on just how excitation has occurred. Some of the common terms,Innovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2615
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various neutron irradiation situations.
like‘ thermal spike’ or ‘hot spot’, suggest that some sort of temperature can be deﬁned. There
is no assurance that a single temperature can be identiﬁed. Even if the region of space is
well deﬁned, equilibration among particles of similar masses (like the electrons alone, or the
nuclei alone) can happen much faster than the equalization of any electron temperature with
ac orresponding lattice temperature. This identiﬁes an important distinction between modes
of excitation, namely whether the energy is given initially to the electrons or to the nuclei.
Locally, the electrons will be far from equilibrium, and the interatomic potentials normally
used to describe adiabatic energy surfaces will be inappropriate in that region. Further, that
energy used to excite electrons (so nuclear energy becomes electronic energy) can act as an
energyreservoirandalsoasameanstotransferenergy. Bothphenomenaaffectdefectrecovery
in radiation damage.
7. Evaluation of materials
The considerations in the previous section on the effects of high-energy neutrons and the
resulting high-energy recoils highlight the need for suitable experimental testing of materials
before commitment to engineering designs. Int he not too recent past the emphasis has been
onprovidingexperimentalfacilitiesthatgivesufﬁcientlyhighdisplacedamageratesandatthe
same time generating appropriate levels of helium and hydrogen by transmutation. Figure 3
shows the ranges of these parameters for various types of test facility. Let us look in a little
more detail at what is available.
Materials testing and mixed spectrum reactors
These have three main limitations: damage is produced mainly by recoils under 100 keV;
damage rates are an order of magnitude too small; and gas production rates are a factor of 50
too low (the gasproductionratesin this case are verydependenton the materialsused because
of lower energy [n, α]r eactions and the neutron spectrum of the reactor).
Fast reactors (such as Ph´ enix or EBR-2)
For these, most of the damage is from recoils with energies less than 200 keV (the peak is
around50keV,andthedisplacementrateisanordermagnitudelessthanthefusioncase); their
gas production rates are similar to those in materials testing reactors.
Accelerator D–T reaction sources
SuchasourceistheRTNS-IIfacilityatLawrenceLivermoreLaboratory,whichusesa400keV
deuteron accelerator with a rotating solid state titanium tritide target [87]. This facility has aS2616 AMS t oneham et al
maximum ﬂux of just 1.2 × 1017 nm−2 s−1 over a small volume, limited by the 10 mm spot
size of the source. Despite this volume limitation, the source has been useful for basic studies
of the effects of 14 MeV neutrons. Difﬁculties arising from the implantation of deuterium,
which limits the life of the source, and problems of stability make further developmentof this
technology unlikely.
Stripping sources (such as the proposed IFMIF)
One of the most promising approaches to providing a neutron source for fusion materials
research exploits the deuteron stripping reaction, a process that involves the breakup of
deuteronsintheCoulombﬁeldofanothernucleus. Abeamofenergeticdeuteronscantherefore
produce a beam of energetic neutrons when the proton is stripped from the deuteron. If the
target nucleus is lithium or beryllium then (d, n) reactions can also occur, enhancing the
production of neutrons. The neutrons can be matched to fusion conditions in terms of recoil
spectrum, displacement and gas production rates, but only in a limited volume—the IFMIF
facility would have an experimental volume of about 500 cm3 [88]. Maximum neutron and
PKAe nergiesareabouttwicethoseforthefusioncase. Suchsourcesaregenerallyrecognized
as the best alternative to a fusion neutron source.
Spallation sources
High-energyprotonreactionswithheavytargetatomscangenerateneutronsbytwomaintypes
of reaction:
(i)B allistic projection of protons and neutrons arising from the creation of a high-energy
particle cascade within the nucleus. This is an immediate process, and the nucleus is left
in an excited state. Other light particles may also be knocked out—the hadronic cascade.
The secondary particles may induce other spallation interactions. The ballistic neutrons
are emitted with a strong angular dependence along the ballistic axis, and have an energy
spectrum that extends up to the energy of the incident proton typically 500 MeV–1 GeV.
(ii) Theexcitednucleuslosesneutronsbya processof evaporation. Theevaporationneutrons
are emitted isotropically with an energy peak typically around 1 MeV.
Current spallation sources produce primarily evaporation neutrons, with energies not too
dissimilar fromthe fast ﬁssion spectrum. Data fromthe proposedEuropeanSpallation Source
(ESS) Project [89] indicate that the contribution from neutrons in the energy range 10 MeV–
1GeVismuchgreater. Thismeansthatbothdisplacementratesandgasgenerationratescanbe
met in a small test facility in the target area. However, a signiﬁcant proportionof the neutrons
is very much more energetic than in the fusion environment. Further, the ESS is a pulsed
source, and the effect of this has yet to be resolved. Some spallation sources are continuous.
For a deeper discussion of spallation sources for fusion materials testing see [90].
Ion irradiations
These would require mixed self-ion and gas ion beams, and can only irradiate a small foil
sample. Single heavy ion beams would only be useful for research into mechanisms, for
exampleto separategaseffectsusinga500keV self-ionsource. Lightionbeams, e.g.20MeV
protonbeams,canalsoallowcertainaspectsofradiationdamagetobestudiedinsmallsample.
Strippingsourcescomeclosesttofusionconditions,butitispossiblethatalargespallation
source like ESS could provide an accelerated irradiation facility in a small but useful target
volume (about 0.4 l). The size of the usable irradiation position is limited by the rapid fall-offInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2617
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of the high-energy component of the neutron spectrum away from the beam axis. Along the
beam axis, there will also be high-energy protons that will complicate the conditions. It may
be that smaller spallation sources could alreadyprovideuseful irradiationfacilities, and might
even be closer to the fusion dose and gas productionrates. One question that must be asked is
whether such spallation irradiations are useful to the fusion materials programme.
Figure 4 compares the neutron spectra for fast ﬁssion, spallation (ESS) and IFMIF with
the expected spectrum in the wall of a fusion reactor [88, 89]. Close analysis of these spectra
show that, for the fusion and IFMIFcases, the recoils that producedisplacementdamage peak
at around 500 keV (for Fe). The IFMIF recoil energy distribution is a little broadert han the
true fusion case, and there are few recoils with energies up to 2 MeV—fusion recoils are cut
offa tj ustb elow1 MeV (forFe). The spallation case has a peakin recoilenergyof a little over
50 keV, butthe spectrumhas a tail thatextendsup to 70 MeV. In termsof the overallenergyof
the recoil spectrum, this tail is very signiﬁcant and will create electronic effects that will not
be typical of the fusion case.
The IFMIF, when built, will be a very valuable facility for conﬁrmingthe performanceof
materials,butthesmalltestvolumeswillruleoutfull-scaletestingofengineeringcomponents.
ITER will provide testing of surface heat and particle ﬂuxes but, because of its mode of
operation, will only provide limited neutron irradiation testing. Prior to the construction of
al a r g ef u s i on power plant, it will probably be necessary to construct fusion-driven materials
testing facilities. There are two main candidates for such a facility.
Gas dynamic trap
The gas dynamic trap neutron source (GDT-NS) is a proposed mirror linear plasma device,
relying on intense neutral beam injection to produce a cylindrical (12.5 cm diameter) neutron
source region [91]. The concept requires experimental development to conﬁrm its presently
predicted performance, and would be more attractive if it were further developed to improve
its power density and hence its neutron ﬂux level. The tritium consumption and the overall
cost of the device are both modest. About 12 l of experimental volume would be available,
with damages rates close to those of a fusion power plant.
Spherical tokamak
The spherical tokamak has the potential to produce a large-volume neutron source for testing
power plant components in real time [92], and has the further advantage in its potential forS2618 AMS t oneham et al
application as a power plant. In the neutron source application, it would depend on a high
level of neutral beam drive. It is vital to develop a small concept in order to limit the tritium
consumption to match the available external supply, and this has largely been achieved on
theb asis of calculated performance predictions. Like the gas dynamic trap concept, it would
enable testing at close to fusion powerplantneutronconditions,butwould additionallyenable
testingo fp lasmaf acing components and the blanket.
8. Conclusions
The fusion materials challenges are of several types. First, there are speciﬁcally materials
challenges. These are determined in part by the variety of exceptional demands for radiation
resistance and for survival under thermal shock, and in part by special demands associated
with tritium and with the avoidance of contamination of the plasma. The inhomogeneity
of radiation, mechanical and thermal conditions make it natural for most leading materials
concepts to involve a controlled mesostructure of some sort, and this increases complexity.
Fors tructural materials, as noted above, there are opportunities for novel designs that might
reduce speciﬁc performance measures, for example, on toughness.
Secondly,therearefundamentalcondensedmatterissues. Theprimarycollisionprocesses
will both give momentum to ions and excite electrons. There will be highly non-equilibrium
behaviour, in which one major problem will be that the electrons play roles that cannot be
represented simply by interatomic potentials. This issue is not a questiono fd e v ising better
interatomicpotentials: itis essentialtogobeyondthe standardideasofa singleenergysurface
deﬁned throughsuch potentials. Some of the key radiationdamage processesare hierarchical,
i.e., events at an early stage affect events at a later stage in a complex way. To a degree,
these can be separated into fast events (from femtoseconds to microseconds) and slow events
(seconds to years).
Thirdly,itisnotclearthatallthekeyprocessesattheplasma–solidinterfacearerecognized.
There have been serious studies of the plasma side [93] with an idealized description of the
solid state, but less substantial treatments of the solid and its interactions with the plasma
and radiation ﬁelds. The prediction of ablation and spalling as part of conventional materials
science is already difﬁcult. It is still harder when a plasma and 14 MeV neutrons both interact
with a microstructured inhomogeneoussurface.
There are three main avenues proposed in this work for designing materials for fusion
power plant: new carbon-based materials as coatings, tailored alloys, and innovative
composites designed to separate functionality through its components.
(a) Carboncoatingswithmixturesofsp3 andsp2 bondinghavegoodandcontrollablethermal
and mechanical properties. They are likelyt oh a v er e s i s tance to radiation damage
and physical erosion, but this needs to be investigated experimentally in fusion reactor
conditions. Carbon is plasma compatible. The main opportunity is to be able to tailor
propertiesto allowviscousrelaxationtotakeplace. Tritiumretentionmightbeaproblem,
but this needs to be assessed experimentally. The other design problem stems from
changing properties during service, these changes being likely to take the material away
fromitsoptimumform. Allmaterialssubjectedtotheextremefusionreactorenvironment
suffer some form of degradation.
(b) Tailored alloys, based on low activation elements, could minimize the effects of
radiation-induced dimensional changes by incorporating ﬁne microstructures stable
against displacement damage and thermalp rocesses. This can only be done by using a
stable(andhenceinert)secondphasedispersedonascaleoftheorderof10–100nm. ThereInnovative materials for fusion power plant structures S2619
are also strong advantages in creep resistance. Radiation embrittlement is unavoidable,
and has to be accounted for in the design and maintenance procedures; in the fusion
environment these are likely to be less of a problem than dimensional changes. ODS
ferritic/martensitic steels, vanadium alloys and copper alloys could provide the basis
for future fusion structural components, but there should be a search for other ways of
incorporating a stable nano-scale microstructure.
(c) The problems with plasma-facing and plasma-contacting components cannot be handled
by simple materials. Innovative composites seem to provide the only possible solutions.
Separating functionality between elements of a composite structure can be done on both
am acroscale and a microscale. Erosion and sputtering at the surface, minimizing tritium
retention, structural support, heat dissipation and conductance can all be handled by
different components. Containing coolant channels poses separate problems that can
be tackled using multi-layers. At the microscale laminar structures can reduce thermal
loading and radiation damage effects, butt h el a yers need to be between 10 and 100 nm
thick to be effective for the latter case. Theu s eo fl i quids and unconventional ﬁbre
structurescouldhaveadvantagesbothatthesurfaceandinseparatinglayersincomposites.
The overall supporting structure could be a kinematic stacked structure with largely
compressive loads.
Finally we should emphasize the current lack of a facility for testing materials in relevant
neutron irradiation environment. Whilst it is clear that information collected using fast
neutrons, or using tailored neutron spectra from ﬁssion or spallation sources, may provide
valuableinformationondamageprocesses,suchinformationwillnotconﬁrmtheperformance
of materials irradiated by 14 MeV neutrons. The construction of the IFMIF is an essential
part of the fast track option, as it is the only credible solution in the short term. However, the
experimentalvolumes are small, and before commitment to large scale power plant is made it
will probablybe necessaryto constructmaterialstesting fusionreactorsbased on gasdynamic
trap neutron source or spherical tokamak concepts.
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